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Why the med bed group is closed 

viduals that's trying to be in the light now the med bed group will not reopen we've had it for two 
and a half years you can't be bothered to stay on topic so there's no point in it there's no point   
there's plenty of other groups so go to the other groups and and do all your chat there now the 
group is closed  because now enough with your theories the group is closed because of the arrogant 
and ignorant people that cannot do what is requested a simple thing and quite frankly us admins 
have had it we've constantly reminding people adults adults who were supposed to be responsible 
who are supposed to be about to run and work in med bed centers completely ignoring us 
completely so you know if you're you're angry if you're upset you know look in the mirror look in the 
mirror okay now the funds are ready to go ready to go I don't know why they're being held up I don't 
know but they're ready to go they're there they're ready to be distributed once they press the  
green light why they haven't pressed the green light I don't know I'm not proving to that information 
not many are only the people involved are privy to that information nobody else knows the med 
beds are there they're ready to be to start treating people why they haven't been released is  
because the funding hasn't been released maybe maybe it's because humanity is still so toxic  
possibly who knows maybe it's the war still going on I don't know maybe it's because people are 
sitting back relying on on something else to cure them instead of trying to heal themselves instead of 
having a good you know maybe try having a better outlook on life and stop being in the victim 
mentality who knows maybe it's a D cleansing itself and the med beds haven't been released yet to 
allow the D timeline to cleanse itself so the D timeline can come in who knows there's so many 
different possibilities and all we see is negativity negativity negativity and then like then negativity 
negativity negativity than life how about you start flipping that switch to light light light light light 
light light the change in this world starts with you not with someone on social media giving 
information it starts with you you it's always you it starts and ends with you it doesn't start with the 
med bed it doesn't start with the alliance it doesn't start with Jesus it doesn't even start with God it 
starts with you making that conscious Choice an effort to improve yourself to have a better outlook 
on life to look at your situation in a more positive light to find the little things that that you need to 
be grateful for it doesn't start with waiting for Med beds or complaining you're being lied to or 
complaining that you had a botched surgery and blaming the surgeon it all starts with you every ingle 
thing is an opportunity for you to improve to you to take and embrace but all I see is beat ing about 
this bitching about that person bitching bitching bitching it starts with you you want a better world 
yet you continue your negative crap day in and day out you refuse to be the change that you want to 
see enough enough I want the mid bits to come just as much as anyone I want the replicators to 
come I want these most beautiful world but your negativity your ignorance and arrogance and just 
sitting back waiting for everything to be done for you is what is holding us back from all of this you 
really think you can exist and and enjoy a high dimensional a high advanced technology world by 
sitting on your backside and complaining about everything no you won't even make it there you 
won't even make it there because you're not ready living in an advanced society means you go you 
do your own research you take care of your health you don't complain about your situation you take 
advantage of it it means you make an effort be the change you want to see in this world and stop 
waiting for everybody else to do it and the ones that's doing it all you do is about seriously am I being 
condescending no I'm being truthful sometimes people need a good wake-up call sometimes people   
need a good slap in the face and since so many people hate me already I'm happy to do that because 
I know the change that is needed I can see it every single second of the day of what needs to be done 
and and everything but all people do is decide to about Sky Prince Sky Prince of charlatans Sky Prince 
the grifters sky princess Sky Prince that stuff is all no I'm not referring to the The Beautiful People the 
I'm referring to you know stuff you go to hell and stay there okay you want all this beautiful stuff  
yet all you do is be nasty and narcissistic and and just horrible people well sprouting love and light 
look love and light wait a second let me just Ram this ax in your back further really and you think that 
you're actually going to be part of a beautiful loving community no you're kidding yourself wake the  



up wake the up get off your ass and be the change you want to be otherwise shut up and let 
everyone else do it because you won't be part of it it's that simple it's that simple first start listening 
to requests of groups start following Simple Rules if you can't then get the hell out because you're 
not welcome it's that simple you want to be arrogant and ignorant and narcissistic it's very very 
simple leave very simple your ego is just shining through enough get out of this community you're 
not welcome and if you don't want to leave you're going to be forced out extremely soon enough  
get your head out of your ass and wake up  


